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Neal Turner

This month brought me the opportunity to speak to one of my former colleagues from 
Birmingham-Southern, Dr. Alan Litsey. Alan has long been one of my favorite educators 
because I spoke to so many students at Birmingham-Southern who adored him. His 

teaching was inspiring, challenging in all the right ways, and meaningful for those students at 
both an academic and personal level. I also admire him because after decades of teaching, he is 
still just as excited and passionate about every Beginning Acting class, every new crop of students, 
and every opportunity to keep learning.

Theatre is fascinating to me and always has been, though I did not try acting myself until I was 
out of college—well out of college, in fact. I tried my hand at community theatre and found that 
I loved it. Aside from the “play” in any play that offers a break from the stresses of normal life and 
a chance to be brave in a new way, theatre also helped me become a stronger teacher and presenter.  
I am not just speaking of the practical benefits either, though learning to project to the “back of 
house” is a great way to work on presentation skills. The intangible benefits were tremendous.

I found my confidence growing, and I had never felt more attuned to other people. You learn to 
trust people you share a stage with, and you learn to find something in every character you play 
that helps you more fully inhabit another’s reality, even in an un-real environment. For instance, I 
was delighted to earn a role in The Octette Bridge Club, but my character—Betsy—was a challenge. 
The youngest of several Irish sisters, she was the troubled one in the family; she was bipolar (before 
we had a name for that), and she struggled to find her own identity over the course of a decade 
from 1934-1944. At one point, she even attempted suicide. Just to understand one character, I had 
to immerse myself in history, psychology, and gender studies. I had to do all I could to understand 
another person’s reality, and—as much as I had always loved reading to understand others—there 
was something about theatre that made those connections much stronger.

I saw the same magic happen for my daughter whenever she acted. She has always been a deeply 
empathetic person, but in her acting workshops or plays, she would take that empathy to a deeper 
place. For years as she developed her skills and broadened her acting résumé, I also watched her 
absolutely own a stage with her talent, charisma, and intensity.  Even though acting was never her 
primary focus or what she wanted to devote herself to for a career, she developed those skills from 
childhood on, and they made her stand out in school presentations and in job interviews.  I have 
no doubt those same skills will serve her well in graduate school and beyond.

Even those who aren’t fans of theatre must realize what can be gained by any students of theatre, 
regardless of their discipline or career plans. A future doctor will learn empathy, a future teacher 
will learn how to grab and maintain the interest of every person in the room, and a future PR person 
will learn how to charm and cajole—how to work with a team to produce something meaningful. 

Students of theatre equip themselves with communication skills and presentation skills. They learn 
control over the body and face, as well as an ability to perform in public in any capacity. They 
learn to concentrate, examine problems critically, collaborate successfully with others on a project, 
develop creative solutions, and work under tremendous pressure.  They also learn how to handle 
the unexpected, how to “think on their feet,” and how to respond constructively to criticism.

Particularly now, in a job market that is incredibly competitive, students need every edge we can 
give them. They need to learn to stand out from a crowd of interviewees, and they need to learn 
to exude confidence and enthusiasm because that is what inspires people.

Rachel James Clevenger, MEd, PhD
Editor-in-Chief, PUPN MAG

Private University Products and News Magazine
rachel@pupnmag.com

Toll free: 800-705-5280, press 1
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Dr. Alan Litsey, Professor of Theatre at Birmingham-Southern 
College, is a talented and accomplished actor, playwright, 
director, and educator. The 2014-2015 recipient of Birmingham- 
Southern’s Outstanding Educator of the Year award, Litsey 
has spent over twenty-five years teaching, acting, writing, 
and directing on the BSC campus. Currently, Litsey is  
collaborating with a teaching fellow to produce a play on 
campus sexual assault next semester, and he just enjoyed  
seeing the American premier of his Nest of Angels, with 
both roles performed by his former BSC students.

An Acting Program That “Gets It”
Litsey has found the last couple of years particularly satisfying, 
as he has “been a student again—collaborating with colleagues,” 
experiencing learning that is both powerful and cross-disciplinary.  
Right now, he is focused on exploring how critical reflection supports 
student learning in theatre.  Though he has now been acting since 
1974, Litsey explains that he is never bored with what he does and 
says that he learns something every time he walks into a classroom and 
works with students. “It’s such a privilege to get to do this every day,” 

Listey adds. “I love what I do, and I’m excited about what I do.”  
Former BSC Theatre student Christie Connolly recalls her first 

year in the Theatre program, where she was—like many first-year 
students—wondering if she chose the right program and the right 
school.  She had seen other programs where students were treated like 
“acting machines,” and she knew that felt false.  In the first acting class 
with Litsey, she knew she was in the right place because of the way he 
crafted the course. Rather than focusing on “always being exceptional” 
in a cut-throat struggle to best other students to win roles, this program 
was encouraging being “comfortable, expressive, and creative.” She 
recalls thinking, “This group gets it.”

Reese Thompson, another BSC graduate, had a similar moment 
in his first year at BSC. He recalls being incredibly nervous initially, 
worried if he would be skilled enough to perform and anxious about 
if he could “fit into the mold.”  In his first acting class with Litsey, his 
worries were alleviated by his professor’s kindness and encouragement.  
Thompson calls him an “incredibly gifted educator” with the ability 
to put his students immediately at ease.  He also notes Litsey’s skill 
in guiding his students to find answers to their own questions as they 
worked through their process. Thompson explains, “This is truly an 
unusual quality to find in a director. Most directors know what they 
want you to do and go ahead and just tell you to do it, but this approach 
doesn’t teach the actor to learn and discover things for themselves. 
Alan’s approach teaches his students to be self-reliant.”

As a Vail Teaching Fellow working with Litsey, Laura Scialdone 
is getting to experience Litsey as both a professor and a colleague.  
While working with Litsey this past summer to revise the Beginning 
Acting syllabus, she has learned a great deal about “simplicity and 
specificity” as ideal hallmarks of first-year syllabi. She also had noticed 
that the syllabi she was most drawn to as a student would incorporate 
a professor’s excitement for teaching, so they worked to express that 
excitement in the new document. 

Scialdone shares that Litsey’s passion for theatre is one of the 

by Rachel ClevengerPROFESSOR SPOTLIGHT

BIRMINGHAM-SOUTHERN THEATRE
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qualities that make him an exceptional educator. She 
also felt that he was always willing to learn along with 
his students, a quality she believes sets him apart from 
other educators. “I never felt that I was being lectured 
in a class with him,” she adds, “but rather engaged in a 
conversation because he wants to hear from his students 
about their thoughts and opinions.”

 
Producing Probably:  
A Play about Campus Sexual Assault
When Litsey secured the rights to a student-written 
play about sexual assualt, he and his Theatre colleague 
Dr. Michael Flowers both realized the play needed the 
“perspective of a young, insightful person,” and they 
felt Scialdone was the obvious choice  Litsey is not only 
passionate that students grapple with what is becoming 
a nation-wide concern, but he is also worried that there’s 
no clear pathway to justice with many current systems, or 
that the system is “slow and not transparent.” He believes 
the problem has become dire, and he is adamant that 
students have the tools to address the problem straight on. 
“In theatre,” Litsey explains, “you can have conversations 
about difficult topics.”

They are also partnering with Counseling Services 
to use Probably to start a campus-wide conversation 
about the issue of campus sexual assault, doing shows 
for students and the wider Birmingham audience as 
well. Because many campuses avoid conversations about 
sexual assault,  Scialdone notes, “I am so proud that our 
theatre is taking this huge and brave step in putting this 
production forward for our campus to see.”

“I believe that this will be a learning experience for 
all those who see this play, because it is not just people 
in colleges who don’t talk about this, but it is practically 
anyone and everyone,” Scialdone explains. Though 
sexual assault is a topic no one wants to discuss, she adds 
that campus response must be the complete opposite. 
She notes, “People are uneducated about preventions, 
precautions, or even how to act around someone who 
has been raped, and that needs to be changed. I think 
Probably is going to be a huge step forward in doing so, 
and it will get people talking.”

Sara Hoover, Director of Counseling and Health 
Services at BSC, is also excited about the production 
and is looking forward to the discussion and reflection 
that will happen both before and after performances. 
Hoover notes that she is proud to be part of such an 
important dialogue and hopeful that the conversations 
will prove beneficial for students. In addition to the lead-
in programs on “healthy relationships” that Counseling 
Services personnel will conduct, the Theatre department, 
along with their colleagues in Student Development, is 
planning a Provost’s Forum dedicated to a discussion 
of sexual violence. Hoover adds, “This topic is certainly 
an issue on campuses nationwide, and the more we can 
discuss openly —have bystanders who say ‘no more’ and 
stand up to a culture of silence—the better our hope to 
end sexual violence on our campuses.”
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Spotlight continued

Litsey’s Nest of Angels
About his original work Nest of Angels, Litsey 
notes how proud and excited he was to see 
former Birmingham-Southern students, Reese 
Thompson and Christie Connolly, in these 
parts. He is the first to admit how challenging 
the play could be, with the hyper-talkative, 
back-and-forth between only two actors, which 
is a “lot of content to get on top of.” 

Though it was professionally produced 
in Bulgaria in 2010, he did not have the 
opportunity to see it performed. This was 
Litsey’s first time to see a full-length version 
performed live, and he had even forgotten some 
of it since he first penned it in 2007. Perhaps 
because he is both an actor and a playwright, 
he does not mind when directors or actors take 
his content another direction than what he 
may have initially intended. 

“When I work on a piece,” he explains, “I’m 
aware that it’s like a musical score—actors and 
directors will make their contributions.” He said 
that was certainly true of the newest incarnation 
of his work at South City Theatre in Pelham, Photo by Steven Ross
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Spotlight continued

Alabama, where he believes the two BSC 
graduates, along with seasoned director Sue 
Ellen Gerrells, took it to a new level. In fact, he 
added, “I’m learning a lot about the play because 
of the company’s discoveries.”

For his part, Thompson has felt blessed, both 
to work with Litsey years ago and to now play a 
role in one of his mentor’s plays.  While she was 

incredibly excited to help bring “Nest of Angels” 
to life in Alabama, Connolly was also next to 
terrified—not because she thought Litsey would 
be a tough audience though. Having worked 
with him for years at BSC, she knew he would 
be gracious and kind.  However, as Tech Week 
approached, she found herself “freaking out” 
and realized it’s that she desperately wanted to 

do such a strong work justice. 
Conolly realized she was scared of failing 

because she was aiming for perfection in a show 
with only two people speaking rapidly to one 
another for two hours.  She was imagining 
forgetting a line or having to ad-lib, and 
she finally acknowledged that fear, while 
recognizing perfection was likely not possible 
and certainly not the most important goal of 
the production.  After the show, however, her 
first words to Litsey were, “I only skipped two 
lines!” His response, always a proud educator, 
was simply this: “Well, if you skipped lines on 
this one, then skip them again.”

 
The Best Possible World
Litsey’s son just graduated a year ago from 
Wisconsin’s Lawrence University, a strong 
liberal arts school, and Litsey’s daughter started 
Birmingham-Southern just this past fall. 
Though it is certainly not every child’s dream 
to go to college where one of her parents work, 
Litsey is delighted to have her on campus. He 
adds that BSC is “exactly the kind of place 
that I would want my son or my daughter to 
experience—the best possible world.”

In truth, Litsey believes that smaller liberal 
arts campuses offer the best possible educational 
path for students, where “experiential learning” 
is encouraged, faculty and students collaborate 
on scholarship, and students develop long-
lasting and significant relationships with their 
professors as mentors.  He adds that in theatre 
they “effectively publish with their students 
at least four times a year,” when they produce 
their shows, which are shared with the larger 
community. 

Interestingly, Litsey also works as an actor 
in these productions so he can “be reminded 
of how hard this is.” He demonstrates firsthand 
the arduous work that goes into preparing for a 
part, something that is “not a graceful process” 
and instead is “the equivalent of sketching and 
erasing” as they work through lengthy trial-
and-error operations to see what works for a 
character or what works for the show.

As an actor in the productions, Litsey shows 
students that there is always vulnerability in 
these parts—that there is “always a level of 
discomfort when we are learning and engaged.”  
That is part of any learning process, Litsey notes, 
or any time students work toward something 
creative.  Along with that vulnerability, though, 
there is another benefit—as the ensemble 
“grows to trust one another” and realizes they 
are “all exploring together.” Litsey stresses that 
when young people realize that it is normal to 
struggle when one is trying new things—and it 
is acceptable to discard some things and hold on 
to others—they learn how important the process 
is. Litsey wants his students to be clear about the 
individual challenges all actors may have to work 
on throughout their careers, but he and other 
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Theatre faculty also work to be “transparent 
about the challenges of the art form.”

“Acting and teaching are both alike,” Litsey 
notes, “in that we have to be very present and 
authentic.” Litsey sees teaching as being fully 
engaged in each moment, just like acting.  
“It’s a very intimate communication,” he adds, 
“between a teaching and a learning group”; that 
same moment-to-moment immediacy is part of 

any live theatre performance. Just as significantly, 
an involved teacher or a successful actor can’t 
pretend to be engaged. Quoting his longtime 
friend and mentor Tony Schmitt, Listey explains, 
“You’re doing it, or you’re not doing it.”

 
Tools of the Trade
For Litsey, teaching is what drives him. Theatre 
is just the discipline he happens to be in, and 

theatre is the medium for the learning process. 
Additionally, his students are learning far 
more than acting techniques; instead, they are 
applying tools of their trade to every subject 
they are passionate about. Litsey helps them 
understand how specific tools for effective acting 
relate to their other interests and obligations.  
He encourages them to consider the applications 
for those skills in job interviews, presentations, 
or team collaborations. Ideally, he wants these 
kinds of conversations to help them with all of 
their other campus connections.

Scialdone definitely feels as though those 
connections are happening for students.  She 
notes that the Beginning Acting class they 
are developing, where they are working 
with many non-theatre majors, highlights 
this reality. “We are not only teaching these 
students how to develop a character, but also 
to gain self-confidence and a stronger sense of 
concentration,” she explains.

In short, their collaborative syllabus is not 
about just using theatre tools of entertainment, 
but in applying those skills to their professional 
and personal lives.  She adds, “We are focusing 
on awareness of their bodies, voice, and mind, 
relaxation techniques, and a higher sense 
of concentration. It instills determination, 
concentration, problem solving, empathy, and 
bravery into a person, and those are qualities 
that can be used in all walks of life.”

Professor of Theatre Michael Flowers 
has worked with Litsey for over twenty-five 
years at Birmingham-Southern, and he calls 
Litsey one of the most dedicated colleagues 
with whom he has worked.  He notes that 
his friend’s guiding principle is “what is best 
for our students and how he can best serve 
the college.”  He also calls Litsey “the very 
definition of collaboration” in all that he 
does, in class, departmental meetings, or 
rehearsals—someone who consciously and 
consistently values input from all voices.

Flowers has seen firsthand Litsey’s devotion 
to BSC and his utterly selfless approach to his 
work.  Flowers shares that on many mornings 
after he gets to the office, he will tease Litsey 
with a question, “Have you made a difference 
yet in the life of the college today?”  Though 
Litsey’s reply is usually a playful and humble 
“not yet,” Flowers knows that on most days, 
his colleague and friend has likely already 
made the BSC campus a better place.

Spotlight continued
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攀砀栀椀戀椀琀 昀椀戀攀爀 戀氀漀漀洀 眀椀琀栀 愀最攀⸀ 

䔀堀吀䔀䌀䠀ᤠ猀 琀攀愀洀 漀昀 愀爀挀栀椀琀攀挀琀猀 愀渀搀 攀渀最椀渀攀攀爀猀 挀愀渀 
栀攀氀瀀 礀漀甀 椀渀琀攀最爀愀琀攀 䰀䤀䜀䠀吀圀䄀䰀䰀글 椀渀琀漀 戀漀琀栀 渀攀眀 
挀漀渀猀琀爀甀挀琀椀漀渀 瀀爀漀樀攀挀琀猀 愀渀搀 爀攀琀爀漀昀椀琀 愀瀀瀀氀椀挀愀琀椀漀渀猀⸀

䰀攀愀爀渀 洀漀爀攀 愀戀漀甀琀 䰀䤀䜀䠀吀圀䄀䰀䰀글 愀琀㨀 

吀刀䄀一匀䰀唀䌀䔀一吀 䐀䄀夀䰀䤀䜀䠀吀䤀一䜀 匀夀匀吀䔀䴀
䔀堀吀䔀䌀䠀 䰀䤀䜀䠀吀圀䄀䰀䰀글
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By Martha Langley Ankeny, M.Ed.TEACHING & TECHNOLOGY

Getting and keeping students’ attention has always been a big challenge,  
but today, more than ever, they are absorbed in their mobile devices.  
Comic books were tough to conceal in the classroom, and you could 
see when students passed notes to each other.

Now, with their mobile devices, it’s next to impossible to know 
whether or not they are paying attention.  Stand at the back of the  
classroom and you see students’ screens on Facebook, Instant Message,  
eBay, Angry Birds….you name it.

Students often don’t buy, much less read, recommended textbooks, 
and medical students, in particular, are notorious for getting information 
from unreliable sources online. 

Interactive Curricula 
Experience at  
Thomas Jefferson 
University
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Jefferson iCE  
Platform and App
Enter iCE: Jefferson’s Interactive  
Curricula Experience Platform & 
App. iCE is an easy-to-use tool that 
gives professors super powers.  How?  
By providing a way for faculty to as-
semble learning materials in a visual-
ly-instructive and engaging interface 
for their iPads. 

Traditional learning management 
systems are, essentially, electronic filing 
cabinets into which some professors 
load a variety of potentially useful 
content but not always structuring it 
for students in ways that support their 
learning.  iCE gives professors an easy-
to-use system to provide contextual 
learning environments for students.  
Information is presented in a cohesive 
manner, which enables students to 
make more meaningful connections. 

Quality Products since 1913
Benches . Tables . Bollards . Planters . Waste Receptacles . Ash Urns . Drinking Fountains . Security Barriers

800-832-7383   .   www.Petersenmfg.com
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Supporting Diverse  
Learning Styles
The iCE App is a learner-centered environment 
that supports students’ diverse learning styles 
by putting them in control of their learning 
journey.  Students can delve deeper into topics 
that interest them or brush up on a previous 
lecture before an exam. The system guides them 

from knowledge acquisition to mastery and 
knowledge application. 

The iCE Platform is a repository of learning 
objects that can be anything that is digital, such 
as YouTube videos, Khan Academy lessons, text, 
sound, presentation documents, and recorded 
lectures. Faculty can search the Platform for 
relevant materials that others have uploaded 

and save time by not reinventing a resource that 
has already been done well.  

Fostering Cross-Campus  
Collaboration
Why create that “Introduction to Research” 
slide deck, when the University’s expert in 
research has already done one? Instead, take 
that slide deck, edit it for your students’ needs 
and then add videos, interactive quizzes, 
articles and other content to contextualize 
it. By sharing course materials like lectures, 
presentations, interactive quizzes, videos and 
articles, faculty can reduce the administrative 
burden, increasing efficiencies. 

In addition, it fosters cross-campus 
collaboration among faculty in Jefferson’s six 
colleges, which leverages the expertise of each 
faculty member and further promotes efficiency. 
The platform creates a central repository where 
faculty can create or download resources, edit to 
fit the needs of their students and package into 
a custom course. It then delivers these packaged 
resources to students according to their course 
registration.

iCE promotes learner-centered education 
and provides opportunities for members of the 
faculty to integrate innovative approaches to 
education such as flipped classrooms. 

Results of Beta-Testing  
the System 
When we beta-tested the system in the fall of 
2014, we were very encouraged by the feedback 
from students and faculty alike. Students said 
that it was intuitively designed and faculty 
looked forward to collaboration. During the 
training sessions with faculty, you could see 
light bulbs going off and faculty embracing the 
capabilities of the program. 

Faculty members from each of Jefferson’s 
six colleges are already building modules and 
courses on iCE in preparation for the fall 2015 
semester. Each day, more and more content is 
added to the system, which means more content 
for faculty to pull from. 

Discovering New Ways  
to Use Platform
Dedicated to health sciences, Thomas Jefferson 
University is committed to setting the highest 
possible standard for efficient and compassionate 
patient care, as well as educating professionals 
and developing new knowledge. 

What started in 1824 as Jefferson Medical 
College is now Sidney Kimmel Medical College, 
which has grown into a leading institution 
for healthcare learning institutions.  Sidney 
Kimmel Medical College is one of the nation’s 
largest private medical colleges, awarding over 
30,000 medical degrees. 

Teaching & Technology continued
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TJU is the largest free-standing health 
sciences university in Philadelphia. Along 
with its clinical partner—Jefferson University 
Hospitals—TJU treats more than one million 
out patients and 46,000 inpatients each year.

Individual faculty members and staff across 
the University continue to find new ways to use 
the Platform. One example is Jefferson’s Global 
Health Initiatives Committee, which is tasked 
with creating educational products that can be 
infused in curricula of Jefferson’s six colleges, as 
well as resident and fellow training. 

When we showed iCE to members of the 
Committee, they saw a solution to one of their 
biggest challenges: How to deliver information 
effectively about global health to faculty and 
students across the University.

Without iCE, the Committee was planning 
to distribute presentations to faculty by using a 
series of conventional slide decks. Topics include 
working with medical interpreters, social 
determinants of health, and an introduction to 
refugee health.

As one Committee member pointed out, 
slide decks mostly serve as cue cards and their 
effectiveness decreases when read by someone 
else. iCE allows faculty to facilitate the learning of 
global health topics, even if they aren’t an expert.

With iCE, the Global Health Initiatives 
Committee is uploading interactive content to 
the Platform. Faculty can easily grab, edit and 
deliver content directly to students. Best of all, 
the content is created by trusted experts in the 
field of global health. 

We are constantly surprised by the ideas that 
faculty come up with after being introduced to 
the Platform. As we roll iCE out to additional 
faculty throughout the University, I know that 
we will find more ways to use the system, to 
collaborate with our colleagues and to engage 
students in their learning. 

About Thomas Jefferson University
Our newly formed organization, Jefferson, 
encompasses Jefferson Health and Thomas 
Jefferson University, representing our clinical 
and academic entities.  Together, the people of 
Jefferson, 19,000 strong, provide the highest-
quality, compassionate clinical care for patients, 
educate the health professionals of tomorrow, 
and discover new treatments and therapies that 
will define the future of health care.

Jefferson Health comprises five hospitals, 
13 outpatient and urgent care centers, as well 
as physician practices and everywhere we 
deliver care throughout the city and suburbs 
across Philadelphia, Montgomery and Bucks 
Counties in Pennsylvania, and Camden 
County in New Jersey.  Together, these 
facilities serve more than 78,000 inpatients, 
238,000 emergency patients and 1.7 million 

outpatient visits annually. Thomas Jefferson 
University Hospital is the largest freestanding 
academic medical center in Philadelphia.  
Abington Hospital is the largest community 
teaching hospital in Montgomery or Bucks 
counties.  Other hospitals include Jefferson 
Hospital for Neuroscience in Center City 
Philadelphia; Methodist Hospital in South 

Philadelphia; and Abington-Lansdale Hospital 
in Hatfield Township.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Martha Langley 
Ankeny, M.Ed., is the Director of Learning 
Initiatives at Thomas Jefferson University; 

she is integrating iPads into the curricula as well as 
working with a team to build and deploy Jefferson- 
specific content through a Jefferson iPad App.
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By Neal TurnerSPORTS & FITNESS

There are so many details that need to be addressed when planning a new 

gymnasium for your facility that there are a couple of details that are often 

overlooked. 

When beginning a gym project, there are two questions you should remember 

to ask. The first question is, not surprisingly, “What do I need in my gymnasium?”   

On the surface, this may sound like a pretty silly question. Obviously, there 

should be basketball backstops, volleyball equipment, and maybe some 

wall-mounted P.E. equipment such as chinning bars and horizontal ladders. 

The First Two Questions 
for Gymnasium Projects

However, choosing the most appropriate gym 
equipment is more complicated than that. There 
are many options out there designed to fit different 
needs, so the people planning your facility should 
have a thorough discussion with you about what is 
expected from your new gymnasium.

Basketball 
Basketball backstops are among the first thing 
discussed when designing a new gym. There are 
several options depending on what you want to do: 

Wall, Ceiling, or Both: If there is room in your 
gym, ceiling suspended backstops allow for more 
seating and “safe areas” around the main court. 
Wall mounted units make good practice side 
courts. 

Folding backstops: Both wall-mounted and 
ceiling-suspended can be “folded” up and out of 
the way using winches, allowing for multiple uses 
of a facility— other sports or non-athletic events 
can benefit from overhead space cleared by getting 
the backstops out of the way. 
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Mix It Up: Volleyball and Other Sports 
Having volleyball and other equipment means having options, and providing 
activities for other groups or skill levels. With built-in floor anchors and covers, it 
can be a simple task to set up a section of the gym for volleyball and other activities. 
There are also practice cages available that can be raised above when not in use, 
then lowered to allow batting practice without endangering others using the gym. 

Gym Dividers 
How often is a gym used for only one thing at a time? Often there are times when it 
would be nice to be able to host multiple activities simultaneously. To accomplish 
this, consider gym divider curtains. Divider curtains are easily lifted out of the 
way when not in use; in addition to allowing different athletic activities, curtains 
also allow you to divide your facility into smaller spaces to be rented to or used by 
outside groups, providing additional revenues. 

Floor Covers 
Unless you are planning to build a facility that will be used for one sport only, 
you might want to consider floor covers. Floor covers protect your hardwood floor 
during non-gym activities, and they are easily rolled onto carts to be wheeled away 
into storage. 

Physical Education Equipment 
For strength development and testing, you should also consider physical education 
equipment. Climbing ropes, chinning bars, and horizontal ladders can be mounted 
in unobtrusive places, providing more activities without taking up a lot of space. 

Create BUZZ at your campus 

AquaClimb's Sport
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Wall Pads and Other Protection 
Unfortunately, people can be injured when 
participating in sports. Make sure to take 
into account the proximity of the walls to the 
activity areas. Wall pads are a key part of your 
gym protection plan; they should go not only 
on outer walls, but also around supportive 
pillars and posts. Padding should also be 
placed on backboards and volleyball or tennis 
posts. Protective covers for clocks and other 
items are also available. 

A Second Question 
The other often overlooked question is, 
“Which manufacturers will provide you with 
the desired type and quality of gymnasium 
equipment and related products for your 
space?” 

Currently there are eight recognized 
manufacturers of basketball backstops and 
many more so-called “garage shops” that 

can “throw something together” to hang a 
backboard. There are also numerous suppliers 
for gymnasium divider curtains, wall pads, 
volleyball equipment, and related physical 
education equipment. Quality and breadth 
of products and features can vary greatly, so 
how do you narrow down the list and choose 
manufacturers? Following are some points to 
help guide you: 

The Distance Factor 
Consider manufacturers who are active and 
locally represented in your area. Don’t allow 
a factory representative or dealer to “assist” 
in preparing specifications, yet then list only 
their company and others that are out of 
business or have never sold product in your 
vicinity. This unscrupulous practice serves no 
good purpose and should make you question 
the ethics of those providing this so-called 
“assistance.” 

One-Stop Shopping 
Choose manufacturers who can provide all 
necessary gymnasium products. Allowing 
local representatives or general contractors 
to piecemeal this equipment from multiple 
sources normally leads to added cost, 
coordination problems, and confusion when 
future service or warranty issues may arise. 
Choose manufacturers who offer extended 
warranties. Don’t accept just a one year 
warranty. 

You should expect a lifetime warranty for 
backboards and warranties of 25 years on 
support structures, five years on winches and 
divider motors, five years on safety straps, 
three years on breakaway goals, eight years on 
bolt-on edge padding, 10 years on volleyball 
posts, and five years on volleyball winches. 
There are at least three manufacturers who 
offer standard warranties like these. Accepting 
a subpar warranty could come back to hurt 
you later. 

Be Colorful but Durable 
Look for manufacturers who provide powder 
coat finishes and color options. Powder 
coating insures the equipment looks like a 
finished product, arrives in good condition, 
and will look good for years. Gym equipment 
has evolved from “you can get any color you 
want as long as it is flat black primer.” Today’s 
color options allow equipment to follow 
building schemes, match school colors or 
virtually disappear when folded against roof 
structure of the same hue. 

Stay Safe 
Accept only manufacturers who provide 
independent test results showing the strength 
and safety of their equipment. Hanging heavy 
gymnasium equipment overhead can lead to 
significant property damage, personal injury, 
or worse if clamps and fittings fail. The best 
gymnasium equipment manufacturers can 
produce results from accredited testing 
agencies and calculated safety factors of at 
least 50 to 1. Do not accept equipment that 
may be unsafe. 

If you consider these points when 
developing your plans for a new gymnasium, 
your job becomes easier and you will have a 
safe facility that will provide years of trouble 
free service.

Sports & Fitness continued

There are so many details that need to be addressed when planning 

a new gymnasium for your facility that there are a couple of details 

that are often overlooked.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Neal Turner is 

the Manager of Gymnasium Equipment 

for Draper, Inc. Neal is a member of the 

Construction Specifiers Institute (CSI) and holds the 

Certified Construction Product Representative (CCPR) 

designation from CSI. Neal is also a LEED® AP.
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By Andy KanengiserCONSTRUCTION & PLANNING

Mississippi College’s first new residence 

halls in two decades, a walking track to 

step up the university’s wellness efforts 

and major renovations of the choir room 

were on the summer to-do list.

The projects are part of a construction 

boom as the 5,000-student university  

seeks to keep pace with expanding  

enrollments in recent years.

Construction Boom Going 
Strong at Mississippi College

Equipped with the latest amenities to serve students, University Place residence halls will 
open their doors to 189 students in late August. The eight three-story units on the East 
Campus are modern apartment-style facilities with French balconies, security systems, 
new sidewalks and 21st Century technology.

“It will definitely be a nice addition,” said MC sophomore Matthew Atkinson, 19, of 
Clinton as the construction crew wrapped up the final project details. “People will be 
happy to get more privacy at the new residence halls.”

The $16 million residence hall project stayed on track despite frequent thunderstorms 
in Central Mississippi for much of the spring and summer.

The new facilities were badly needed in light of MC’s upsurge in enrollment in recent 
years. There were 3,200 students taking MC classes when President Lee Royce arrived 
in 2002. Today, over 5,000 students attend America’s second oldest Baptist college that 
was birthed in 1826.
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School leaders believe brick buildings are a positive addition to the 
Mississippi College campus and blend in well with nearby Clinton 
neighborhoods. The facilities will also be a nice recruiting tool, too.

“These are good days for Clinton, Mississippi, with the continued 
growth of the college and increasing commerce throughout the city,” 
says Jim Turcotte, vice president for enrollment services and dean of 
students.

Built a couple of years ago, Mississippi College’s Pimento’s Café 
and bookstore are located just steps from Clinton’s Olde Towne, the 
historic business district on the city’s brick streets.

Extensive renovations for the Mississippi College Music 
Department’s choir room also caused quite a buzz on the Clinton 
campus over the summer.

A state-of-the-art sound system was added, new cabinets were 
installed, risers were totally rebuilt and a new ceiling was added 
among major changes for the room in Aven Hall. In addition, a 
newly purchased Steinway grand piano arrives soon. Two new flat-
screen TVs bring another nice touch to the project.

Mark Nabholz, director of MC choral activities, couldn’t be more 
pleased.

“I’m delighted to have the chance to inaugurate the room this 
fall,” Nabholz said in early August. “This is very high-tech. They 
went above and beyond. This will be a great room for auditions.”

An anonymous lead gift was made and other donors supplied 
contributions to the fund drive that began last fall. Construction 
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started in mid-May. The project represents 
the first major renovations for the Christian 
university’s choir room in 40 years.

The revamped facility will be ready for the 
start of Mississippi College’s fall classes and 
rehearsals when the 2015-16 academic year 
opens in late August.

Its formal re-opening is set for September 
14 with the award-winning MC Singers to 
perform two concerts.

No doubt, the choir room at 326 Aven Hall 
figures to be one of the most utilized spaces in 
the Music Department.

“It serves not only as the home for 
choir rehearsals, but as a classroom, small 
performance hall, and is the location for 
music auditions each spring,” says professor 
Angie Willoughby, who chairs the Music 
Department.

It’s bound to be attractive to prospective 
freshmen and transfer students. From the floor 
that was replaced with a high-quality wood-
grained laminate to new cabinets, closets 
and improved lighting, the room is getting a 

Construction & Planning continued
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Andy Kanengiser starts his ninth year as Mississippi College’s news coordinator. The New Jersey native spent more than three  
decades as a newspaper reporter in the South, primarily with “The Clarion-Ledger” in Jackson, before joining MC.

thumbs up from all visitors.
“The addition of work space, storage space, 

and the visual and audio components will 
enhance virtually every usage of the room,” 
Willoughby said.

Willoughby joins colleagues thankful to 
the generous gifts from donors giving to MC’s 
newly-formed Music Legacy Society.

Mississippi College music alumni and 
friends of the department provided gifts in 
memory of longtime faculty member Ralph 
Taylor. Others gifts were made in tribute to 

the late Graham Smith, an MC graduate who 
served for many years as the Mississippi Baptist 
Convention’s music director.

“It is humbling and encouraging to go 
through a fund-raising project such as this,” 
Willoughby said. “In the process, we have 
encountered so many people who are happy to 
be part of something like this that will benefit 
so many students for years to come,” she added. 
“This is an unforgettable gift.”

Completed in time for the Fall 2015 semester 
to begin in late August was the one-mile walking 

track that will be one of the centerpieces of 
the university’s advances to promote healthy 
lifestyles for students, employees and residents 
in the Clinton community. It is located nearby 
the MC Choctaws soccer fields.

Last fall’s opening of the Phillips House 
overlooking Olde Towne Clinton was another 
major construction project that’s been well-
received by the entire MC family. The new 
residence for President Royce and his wife, 
Rhoda, is extensively utilized for the university 
to host receptions for faculty, staff, students, 
alumni and university friends.

The summer also saw construction crews 
busy putting new roofs on Mississippi College 
landmarks from Provine Chapel to Alumni 
Hall, and those type of projects will continue 
into 2016.

Construction & Planning continued

“We have encountered so many people who are happy to be 

part of something like this that will benefit so many students 

for years to come.” — Angie Willoughby

We Can.
DESIGN. BUILD. DELIVER.

As a premier designer and 
manufacturer of laminate storage 
solutions and raised wood lockers, 
we can design, build and deliver 
a winning environment for your     
sports organization. 

Call us about furnishing solutions for staff and 
players’ lockers, equipment and dressing area 
storage, towel and trash drops, locker and ADA 
benches and staff offices.

team lockers
Outfit your teams’ locker 
rooms with solutions from 
WB Manufacturing. 

Score with

WB Manufacturing  |  www.wibenchmfg.com  |  800.242.2303
High-Density 
Storage Units 
Also Available



More UTILITY  
for your CART

712-864-3737 / 712-864-3848 fax
www.armlift.com / tgind@ringtelco.com

•  Use the Patriot for tree trimming, lighting maintenance, residential 
aerial work, rental fleets, awning work, painting and more

•  Boom provides vertical lift height of 23’ and side reach of 11’6”

• 300 lb. bucket capacity
• 720 degree rotation
• Quick-attach system
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PRIVATE UNIVERSITY FACILITIES
Developing a new campus facility? Looking for 
cost-e�  cient building solutions? Varco Pruden 
provides attractive and a� ordable structures for 
gymnasiums, indoor pools, ice hockey and skating 
arenas, indoor soccer or football practice facilities as 
well as student centers, performing arts, classrooms 
and maintenance buildings. 
Varco Pruden, a pioneer in the steel framed building 
industry, can o� er your organization:
 Lower material and labor costs.
 Faster completion schedules.
 Flexible designs for interior space.
 Choices of exteriors such as brick, stucco, glass, 

wood or steel panels. 
And, our nationwide network of more than 1,000 
independent authorized builders have decades of steel 
construction experience that you can rely on. With 
our value-engineered steel framed building systems, 
recycled material content and long-life “cool paint” 
choices, VP Buildings can help you meet sustainable 
construction and LEED certi� ed project plans as 
well. Energy-e�  cient structures can help curb 
operating costs. 
Visit us online at www.VP.com/
ad/PUPN to request this free 
brochure about Varco Pruden’s 
school facility capabilities!

Varco Pruden’s Attractive & A ordable

Keyano College Sports Centre, Fort McMurray, Alberta

Claremont University Center, Claremont, California

Find Out More. 
Visit www.VP.com/ad/PUPN

Varco Pruden Buildings is a division of 
BlueScope Buildings North America, Inc.

St. Thomas University Gymnasium, Miami Gardens, Florida

Full-PUPN-2012.indd   1 10/11/2012   3:46:39 PM

HOW YOU BENEFIT
Steel systems construction can generate substantial savings of up to 30% in overall 
construction costs for certain building types:
–  Standardization and computer-assisted design reduces time spent on planning, 

on-site organization, and construction.
–  Construction time cycles are often up to 1/3 less than other methods, resulting in 

faster occupancy and quicker return on owner investment.
–  Insulated roof and wall systems can significantly reduce HVAC costs.

Other benefits include:
–  Simplified design and code process
–  Faster project estimating
–  One-source coordination with streamlined delivery
–  Reduced maintenance and diminished deterioration, cracking, rot, and insect 

damage
–  Easy expansion to accommodate growth

BUILDING GREEN
“Building Green” or sustainable design combines design and construction practices 
to reduce or eliminate a building’s negative impact on the environment. VP Buildings 
has an ever-growing number of products that meet or exceed the guidelines of the 
U.S. Environmental Protect Agency’s Energy Star? program. In addition, VP is 
an active participant in both the Cool Roof Rating Council and the U.S. Green 
Building Council (USGBC), which maintains the LEED? (Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design) rating system. 

VP Buildings can contribute significantly toward your project’s LEED certification in areas of:
–  Recycled content
–  Recyclability/Reuse in the future
–  Energy efficiency
–  Cool Roof materials
–  Proximity of VP manufacturing facilities to job sites

ADVANCED COMPUTER DESIGN AND PLANNING
VP Buildings and our more than 1,000 independent Authorized Builders use VP 
Command — the most advanced computer system in the industry — to help reduce 
design and estimating time, accurately detail the building structure, and efficiently 
process materials through manufacturing. The proprietary VP Command system 
also helps to ensure material quality, which leads to faster field erection, saving you 
both time and money.

Features:
–  Enhanced project control
–  Accurate project pricing
–  Precise anchor bolt layouts and reactions
–  Preliminary designs and erection drawings
–  What-if scenario capability to compare alternative design

ECONOMIC BENEFITS
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FEATURES
♦ Up to 70% light transmittance with 100% light diffusion allows balanced 

lighting with no hot-spots
♦ Heavy duty, impact modified acrylic light dispersing shape for maximum 

lighting performance & strength
♦ Self-curbing design reduces labor and number of penetrations
♦ Reduces energy consumption in daylight and supports tax credits
♦ Installation after roof is in place… excellent for new or retrofit solutions

BENEFITS
♦ Easy to install skylight system allows maximum daylighting and superior 

performance with prismatic lens
♦ PrisMAX SL & TRU self-curbing system utilizes Sunoptics’ patented  

prismatic lens to maximize lighting performance throughout the day.  
Provides weathertightness with unique diverter to prevent ponding.

♦ When installed with sensor-controlled systems, lighting demand can be 
reduced by up to 70%

PRISMAX™ SL & TRU SKYLIGHT
PrisMAX units offer higher visible light transmission allowing reduced energy consumption

Powered by Sunoptics
Varco Pruden’s PrisMAX SL (Sky Light) and TRU 
(Tuf-Lite Retrofit Unit) prismatic skylights offer out-
standing lighting and weathertight performance. These 
skylight strips are ideally suited for a vast array of day-
lighting requirements. When used along with sensored 
lighting controls, PrisMAX systems can reduce lighting 
needs and cost. Providing more light for longer periods 
of the day will enhance a wide variety of indoor activities 
for customers, employees and visitors in your facility.

Varco Pruden Buildings, 3200 Players Club Circle, Memphis, TN 38125. ©BlueScope Buildings 
North America, Inc. All rights reserved. Varco Pruden Buildings® is a division of BlueScope 
Buildings North America, Inc. Varco Pruden meets or exceeds the most comprehensive testing 
and compliance standards in the building system industry. To learn more about our products, 
services and qualifications, visit our website, www.vp.com.
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OUTDOOR 
FITNESS 
PARKS

By Anne-Marie Spencer

These days, we all live with the 

stress of fast-paced lifestyles,  

especially college students. 

Too often, exercise time gets cut 

out to make room for all of the other 

areas of their lives they need to 

manage. It’s important to note  

that when campus improvements 

help students more easily make  

time for fitness, then wonderful 

things can happen for students. 

A CREATIVE CAMPUS TOOL 
FOR HEALTHIER STUDENTS
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Outdoor Fitness continued

Physical activity is vital for maintaining overall 
fitness, which includes healthy weight, bones, muscles 
and joints, promoting physiological well being, and 
strengthening the immune system.  As the incidence of 
obesity grows, so does the increased risk of hypertension, 
Type 2 diabetes, coronary heart disease, stroke, sleep 
apnea, respiratory problems, and certain cancers. These 
health-related risks are not the only challenges faced 
by increasingly sedentary behaviors. Skill-related risks, 
like loss of agility, balance, and power can also have a 
detrimental effect on the overall quality of life.

Removing Impediments  
to Student Exercise
Do an online search for why people don’t exercise, and 
you will find a number of reasons: common excuses 
provided are that they don’t have enough time, they 
think exercise is boring, or they don’t know how to 
begin an exercise regime or perform exercises. Luckily, 
a movement toward outdoor gyms is helping people 
address these concerns. 

Outdoor gyms consist of between 5-15 pieces of 
equipment positioned in a cluster or along a trail.  
Because they are in public spaces, they are open anytime 
the common area is open, and most feature instruction 
signage or QR codes near each piece of equipment to 
provide instruction to beginners. 

 

Preserve natural storm water  
infiltration through a permeable  

pavement system where it’s 
stored in the base aggregates 
to dissipate back into the soil 

 

Genuine clay pavers                
strong, durable  and colorfast.       

 CLAY PAVERS    
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In addition, while it is widely accepted that being 
outdoors is good for people, there are many additional 
benefits associated with outdoor exercise, including 
improved well being and physiological health—along 
with emerging evidence of psychological and social 
benefits. Just as importantly, evidence shows that 
people who exercise outdoors tend to adhere to regular 
outdoor exercise, thereby driving positive health 
behavior change and outcomes.  

A Gym Alternative:  
A Low-Stress, Social Environment
The Center for Disease Control reported that among 
the US population, one in five adults exercises enough 
(150 minutes per week of moderate aerobic activity, 
plus muscle-building activity at least twice a week.)  
Outdoor adult fitness parks may be one of the greatest 
settings for students looking to begin an exercise 
regimen. 

Away from the pressures often perceived in a gym 
environment, outdoor adult fitness parks provide a 
low-stress, no-cost environment where students can 
go alone or in groups, enjoy walking as part of the 
overall exercise, enjoy the company of peers, and reap 
the benefits of vitamin D.  While scientists have long 
known that vitamin D plays an important role in bone 
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Two Great Brands Working Together to

Enhance Outdoor Places

800.448.7931| Bike Racks - madrax.com| Site Furnishings - thomas-steele.com

Outdoor Fitness continued

health, recent studies suggest that it is also essential for 
maintaining muscle mass. Vitamin D helps preserve 
the Type II muscle fibers that are prone to atrophy, 
especially as we age. Scientists recently noted that 
vitamin D helps support both muscle and bone tissue, 
and that low vitamin D levels may be associated with 
poor bone formation and muscle function. 

Improving Memory and Brain Function
A new study conducted by researchers at the Center for 
BrainHealth at The University of Texas at Dallas found 
that engaging in regular physical exercise also helps 
adults improve memory and brain health in addition to 
overall fitness. The physical training group participated 
for one hour, three times a week for 12 weeks on a 
stationary bike or treadmill. The group’s cognition, 
resting cerebral blood flow, and cardiovascular fitness 
were assessed prior to the beginning of the study, at the 
mid-point, and at the end.  Researchers saw increase in 
brain blood flow to the anterior cingulate, indicating 
higher neuronal activity and metabolic rate. 

What’s equally impressive is the fact that exercising 
outside is proven to increase the length of time the 
exercise is performed. A 2012 study found, objectively, 
that those who exercised outside did so for longer 
periods and more often than those working out indoors. 
Specifically, the researchers asked men and women 66 
or older about their exercise habits and then fitted them 
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Anne-Marie Spencer is the Corporate Vice President 

of Marketing for PlayCore and serves as a member of their Center for Pro-

fessional Development team. She has a monthly column dedicated to active 

lifestyles, play, and fitness. For more information on outdoor fitness spaces, contact her 

at aspencer@playcore.com.

Outdoor Fitness continued

all with electronic gadgets that measured their activity levels for a week. The 
gadgets and the survey showed that the volunteers who exercised outside, 
usually by walking, were significantly more physically active than those who 
exercised indoors, completing, on average, about 30 minutes more exercise 
each week than those who walked or otherwise exercised indoors.

When designing outdoor adult fitness parks, it is important to think 
of creating opportunities for a well rounded workout, providing muscle 
resistance training, core development, aerobic activity, and opportunities to 
develop balance & flexibility, all of which are crucial for overall fitness. While 
indoor fitness areas generally achieve this balance due to the overwhelming 
amount of equipment to choose from, these four areas must be strategically 
planned in an outdoor fitness park, as there are on average less than 15 pieces 
of equipment present in these environments.

In a recent guidebook we developed, Outdoor Adult Fitness Parks, Best 
Practices for Promoting Community Health by Increasing Physical Activity, 
we provide design guidance by way of charts that highlight the primary 
benefit of most outdoor fitness equipment, as well as a list and images of 
the muscles each piece will work. The guide provides an easy reference for 
facilities wanting to ensure the four elements of an effective workout are 
covered and cites several case studies on outdoor environments around the 
US that have put the design guidelines into practice. 
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POWERFLOR CABLE MANAGEMENT FOR TODAY’S CLASSROOMS:
Meet Ever Changing Classroom Power and Data Requirements

In today’s technology driven classrooms, the requirement for power, data, and 
AV connections to be located exactly where needed is now more important 
than ever. As classroom configurations and room usage requirements 
change, the ease with which these connections can be changed or relocated 
is a major cable management consideration. 

COMPUTER CLASSROOM CONVERSION
The University of Iowa (Iowa City) recently installed a Powerflor Cable 
Management raised floor system to upgrade one of their computer 
classrooms. Three rows of computer desks (30 total) and a podium were 
originally configured in the room with the power and data cables routed 
through, and hardwired into, the furniture.  Reconfiguring the furniture layout 
would require completely rewiring the entire room for both electrical and 
data, at considerable expense, just to achieve a new furniture layout. For 
most universities, this becomes a major issue from both a time and expense 
perspective and usually results in the decision to simply use the room as it is 
currently configured and make the best of it.

Room Usage Requirements
Jeff Reuter, Instructional Technology Director for the Tippie College of 
Business at the University of Iowa, had very specific requirements for his 
computer room usage: “We wanted to use this room for more than just 
traditional classroom computer training. We needed to have 30 individual 
workstations that could be moved throughout the room in order to perform 
group activities in various numbers.” 

Jeff noted, “These workstations needed to have electrical and wired data 
connections without cables running across the floor or hanging from the 
ceiling. This required additional electrical and data connection points, with 
the ability to move these on-the-fly also being desired.” Jeff further noted: 
“There is a possibility that the room would also be repurposed in the future 
and we were looking for something that we could move to a new site and 
still leave the room in useable condition. We also had a very tight timeframe 
when we could actually tear down and remodel the room. Adjacent spaces 
and spaces below this room would also have ongoing classes, so we did not 
want long, loud disruptions that would have come from coring the existing 
cement floor.”
 
Features & Functionality
When seeking a viable solution for managing the power and data cables 
for the computer lab, Jeff offered the following observations: “We needed 
the product to function as a solid, quiet floor with the ability to run data and 
electrical underneath the floor.” He also shares, “We also needed the product 
layout to be reconfigurable on short notice without having trained specialists 
or special equipment on hand. We needed the product to be installed with 

minimal change to the existing structure and installation time to be as short 
as possible. We also hoped to work with one vendor from start to finish 
to reduce the organizational demands on the staff, minimizing scheduling 
problems and reduce lead time delays. Safety concerns regarding materials 
used and financial costs were also a consideration.”
 
Reconfiguring Power & Data Locations
The Powerflor system is designed for quick and simple reconfiguration. Jeff 
noted: “Since we were not sure exactly how we were going to need the room 
configured, I had to reconfigure it 4 times in the first few months. This process 
was easy enough that I have tweaked the configuration several more times 
since then, which is something I would not have needed to do, but it was 
easy enough that I went ahead and made the minor changes.” 
 
Turn-Key System
Powerflor is presented to the end user as a truly turn-key process, from room 
layout and design right though on-site installation by our trained installers. 
 
This system is shipped complete with pre-carpeted floor pedestals, 
ramps, railings, pre-terminated power and data cables and outlets 
(plug-and-play).  As a result, a typical 1500 sq./ft. classroom usually takes 
about 2 days to fully install. The end user can accomplish this entire process 
by working with a single vendor. When Jeff was asked if this concept carried 
any weight in their decision making process, he replied: “Because of our 
timetable and limited staffing resources, this was a large factor in our choice, 
since all of our other needs were also met.” 
 
General Observations
Customer comments and observations are always welcomed. After having 
the Powerflor installed and in use for over a year, we asked Jeff to critique the 
system and his overall experience.  “We have been very pleased and have 
hosted other groups wanting to tour the space. Perhaps the best thing to say 
is that most people don’t realize that they are on a raised floor until they are 
shown. I was especially impressed when the President of Powerflor took a 
personal interest in our project. It is great when an important project of ours 
is also treated as an important project by the vendor.”
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COUNTER-TOP 
DRAIN CLEANING 
With the Electric Eel Model CT, 
unique variable speed motor 
control gives maximum cable 
control and exceptional cleaning 
power from 75 to 350 RPM with 
constant torque. It cleans 3/4” – 
2-1/2” dia. drain lines up to 50 feet 
and is available with a 2-way auto 
cable feed to protect hands. 

www.electriceel.com

LAB  
WORKSTATION 
The Axis Infinity© workstation is 
the ultimate solution for today’s 
classroom.”  Whether it is STEM, 
chemistry, biology, physics or 
a multitude of other disciplines, 
the Axis Infinity© workstation 
is truly a “collaboratory” work 
space. The curvilinear work space 
combined with an exceptionally 
large two-tiered sink can easily be 
customized to fit your needs.

www.sheldonlabs.com

MULTI-USER  
LAB VACUUM
VACUU·LAN® local vacuum 
networks by VACUUBRAND 
provide adaptable bench and fume 
hood vacuum to new or renovated 
labs without central vacuum 
pumps or piping. A quiet, small, 
in-lab pump supplies deep, stable 
vacuum to multiple workstations. 
Proven worldwide, they save bench 
space and dedicated pump costs, 
while simplifying exhaust control.

www.vacuu-lan.com 

CUSTOMIZABLE 
CARPET
Strengthen your school brand with 
the customizable carpet collection, 
Student Union, and create a space 
that displays your school spirit 
as boldly or as subtly as you like.  
Simply select from three patterns 
and 15 of the top collegiate colors 
to mix, match and create your 
school’s customized carpet.

www.jj-invision.com

GYMNASIUM 
MAT
Resilite’s new Zip Mat features 
a patent-pending Resi-Lock 
Connection System that locks 
together fast and secure. No 
expensive cases of mat tape to 
buy, saving valuable time and 
money. This unique interlocking 
mat connection technology creates 
a mat surface with a waterproof 
seal, for a true tape-free mat. 

www.resilite.com/zipmat

WIRELESS 
LIGHTING
Intellistreets® is a flexible wireless 
solution that couples Sternberg 
Lighting’s authentic decorative 
and energy efficient LED lighting, 
with unmatched campus security, 
digital and audio messaging, 
entertainment functions, and 
environmental emergency 
management across the campus 
like never before.

www.sternberglighting.com

CUSTOMIZABLE 
ACOUSTICS 
ArtDiffusor® Trim is a versatile 
building material which allows 
numerous options for modifying a 
room’s acoustics. A high frequency 
quadratic diffuser by design, both 
unique profiles offer diffusion in 
similar ranges, while allowing 
for opportunities to drastically 
change the aesthetic. The different 
profiles can be used individually or 
together. 

www.acousticsfirst.com

ADA COMPLIANT 
PICNIC TABLES
The Polly Tuff Easy Access Picnic 
Table is manufactured with high 
quality 100% recycled plastic 
with rich, molded-in color. With 
maintenance free material, they 
are built to last a lifetime, without 
splintering—impervious to weather, 
insects and rot. Made in America, 
they are extremely durable, easy to 
assemble, and eco-friendly. 

www.pollyproducts.com

2015 DEAN’S LIST AWARD

2015 Dean’s List Award Winners
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SWIMSUIT WATER 
EXTRACTOR 
The SUITMATE® swimsuit water 
extractor removes 95% of the water 
from a wet swimsuit in just eight 
seconds.  The SUITMATE® unit, a 
valuable amenity for guests and 
property owners, reduces water 
damage from dripping swimsuits 
and ensures a cleaner pool and 
locker room environment.

www.suitmate.com

MULTI-PURPOSE 
SEATING
Vesper series chairs and stools 
offer a modern looking molded 
fiberglass polypropylene shell with 
a gentle flex back. The tapered 
edge shells are available in eight 
stylish colors with and without arms 
and in demi or full back. All Vesper 
frame styles are fully welded with 
standard polished chrome finish.

www.erginternational.com

SKYLIGHT 
SCREENS
The Safety Rail Source offers 
railings and skylight screens that 
prevent falls through skylights. 
Safety Rail’s skylight railings and 
skylight screens meet OSHA 
standards and are designed to 
withstand up to a 400 pound 
load requirement if required. The 
skylight screens include protection 
for domed, standing seam and 
corrugated skylights.

www.safetyrailsource.com

STUDENT 
SEATING
The Essay seating collection is 
comprised of Student, Task and 
Stool models.  Chevron patterns 
are evident throughout Essay’s 
design, including on the back, 
which allows users to hang a 
backpack; and on the non-handed 
worksurface which supports both 
left and right-handers comfortably. 

www.NationalOfficeFurniture.com

ENERGY EFFICIENT 
HAND DRYERS
World Dryer’s VERDEdri™, a 
surface-mounted ADA compliant 
hand dryer, is the most energy 
efficient high-speed hand dryer on 
the market, using only 950 watts of 
power. It is equipped with a HEPA 
filtration system to reduce airborne 
contaminants and improve hygiene 
quality for facilities where clean is 
of utmost importance.

www.worlddryer.com

WALL MOUNTED 
FOUNTAINS
Most Dependable Fountains, 
Inc. introduces the new Wall 
Mounted Hi-Lo Drinking Fountain 
with Recessed Bottle Filler.  This 
product features a water filter and a 
mounting plate for easy installation.  
The 10485 WM is available in 
standard or stainless steel with 
your choice from one of 16 colors.

www.mostdependable.com

2015 DEAN’S LIST AWARD

2015 Dean’s List Award Winners

FIRE
PROTECTION
Amerex is a world leader in fire 
protection. With the highest quality 
products and exceptional customer 
service, our products will provide 
years of trouble free reliability. 
Whether it’s your office, library, 
computer room, document storage, 
cooking area, transit bus, or other 
application, Amerex has you 
covered. MADE IN USA.

www.amerex-fire.com

INCIDENT 
REPORTING 
SOFTWARE 
Report Exec is a comprehensive 
incident reporting software 
suite for security professionals 
with 25 integrated modules to 
cover everything you need. You 
can make sure Report Exec is a 
great fit for your organization by 
signing up for a free trial to see 
what Report Exec can do for you.

www.reportexec.com
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GYM DIVIDER 
CURTAINS 
Add or replace your existing 
Gym Divider Curtains with NSP’s 
Douglas® curtains to make the 
most effective use out of your 
facility by dividing a large open 
space into smaller sections for 
various sports and other events. 
Divider curtains provide safety, 
visual privacy and a sound barrier 
between spaces. 

www.nationalsportsproducts.com

WOOD FLOORING 
PROGRAM
The Reflections Program provides 
the most environmentally safe, VOC 
compliant Arena® water-based wood 
floor coatings and high performance, 
VOC compliant Coliseum® oil-based 
wood floor coatings on the market, 
along with Screen Clean® Ready-To-
Use Floor Prep Cleaner, Tenacity® 
Pre-Cleaner, Buckeye Green Light™ 
Daily Cleaner, Floortonic™ Burnishing 
Liquid, and AquaDust™ Treatment.

www.buckeyereflections.com

AQUATIC 
CLIMBING WALL
AquaClimb® Sport is an innovative 
climbing wall that is installed on 
indoor and outdoor pool decks. 
AquaClimb® Sport curves and 
hangs over the pool so that the 
natural re-entry into the water is 
feet first and the descent is away 
from the pool wall and edge. 
AquaClimb® Sport can now be 
installed where pool depths are  
7 feet and deeper.

www.aquaclimb.com

2015 DEAN’S LIST AWARD

2015 Dean’s List Award Winners

•  Better Grooming for your  
Synthetic Turf

•  3-Rows of special brushes work the 
Infill into the surface every time, 
all the time

•  Calibrated screw jacks provide precision 
brush adjustment to surface

•  3 wheels allow short turning radius 
& makes the groomer easy to pull 
with either a gas or electric golf car

• No fear of snagging carpet seams
• Affordable
•  Steel grooming attachment 

optional

All Inclusive 
Fuel Treatment 
for Your All Inclusive 
Department  

800.530.6935 Eliminating water in fuel 
systems since 1965

K-100.COM

We Make Water Burn!TM

E10 fuel is usable in your equipment. It’s water from contamination
or condensation that causes problems. K100 Fuel Treatment prevents
the problem by getting rid of the water. Period.

PORTABLE  
PRESS BOXES
DONKEY™ is the original portable 
elevated press box solution for 
schools and universities. Made in 
the USA by AAE, it’s the ultimate 
scoring center/broadcast booth/
coaching platform for soccer, 
lacrosse and other sports. 
Countless customization options 
will create unparalleled flexibility 
for any athletic program.

www.myAAEworld.com
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REPLY 
ROOFING
ASTEC Re-Ply Cool Roof Systems 
eliminate roof tear-off, significantly 
lower energy costs, offer a 10 or 15 
year material and labor warranty 
(backed from the manufacturer) 
and are sustainable for decades. 
Millions of square feet were 
applied in last 30 years. Visit the 
Astec site listed below to learn if 
your problem roof qualifies. 

www.whyreplace.com

2015 DEAN’S LIST AWARD

2015 Dean’s List Award Winners

ROOF 
COATING 
For superior protection from 
extreme temperatures, and 
damaging UV rays, APOC® offers 
585 Armor Flex® White Liquid 
Silicone, the ultimate “Cool Roof” 
coating. Armor Flex also defends 
against standing water and is 
engineered with “Green” polymers. 
Maximize productivity and energy 
efficiency with APOC roof coatings, 
sealants and maintenance products.

www.apoc.com

WORKSTATIONS 
FOR MULTI-USE 
ROOMS
Your laptops are continually supported 
with power and data connections. 
Easily accessible, but quickly locked 
& secured, FlipIT Workstations 
are also available for all-in-one 
touchscreens, and PCs with monitors, 
CPU holders and retractable 
keyboard trays. Offered for most 
SMARTdesks furniture and as retrofit 
kits. Do more in a flipIT classroom.

www.smartdesks.com

WATERPROOF 
CEILING TILES
Spectratile® by Parkland Plastics 
promotes excellent indoor air 
quality—no dust, no mold, no 
mildew. No water spots, no water-
soaked panels—Spectratile is 100% 
guaranteed and offers outstanding 
lifecycle costs. With a ten-year 
warranty, panels look like new for 
years with only occasional cleaning 
and are UL Classified for fire 
resistance. 

www.parklandplastics.com

T:  (516) 502-4240
W: evac-chair.com

E: sales@evac-chair.com

The Evac+Chair provides a universal solution 
for smooth stairway descent in an emergency 

evacuation, suitable for all multiple level 
buildings of any height and ideal for schools, 

colleges and universities. 

Schools are required to provide the safe 
evacuation of staff and students to avoid 

fatalities and injuries in the event of an 
emergency, ensuring the appropriate 

procedure and equipment is available to 
accommodate the mobility-impaired.

Evac+Chair is the world’s No.1 
supplier of evacuation chairs.

Are you educated 
in emergency

evacuation?

800 359-4913 • STERIFAB.COM

THIS IS A VERY, VERY CLEAN DORM ROOM!

STERI-FAB®

THE ONLY PRODUCT THAT KILLS
 BEDBUGS AND DISINFECTS

®

THINK AGAIN!!!
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DAYLIGHTING
SYSTEM
Varco Pruden’s daylighting system, 
PrisMAX,™ epitomizes smart building 
technology and sustainability. 
It allows for optimal daylighting 
without creating hotspots. The 
easy-to-install product is designed 
to fit a Varco Pruden roof and 
deliver long-term, weather tight 
performance. Modules are 2’ wide 
and 10’ in length. Save time and 
money with PrisMAX.™

www.vp.com

PERMEABLE 
PAVERS
Pine Hall Brick offers a permeable 
clay paver, StormPave®, which 
resembles English Edge®, chosen 
by landscape  designers for years 
for durability and aesthetic appeal, 
but these pavers have larger 
spacer nibs, allowing water to flow 
into the graded aggregate base 
where it slowly dissipates back into  
the soil. 

www.pinehallbrick.com

2015 DEAN’S LIST AWARD

2015 Dean’s List Award Winners

MOBILE 
BLEACHERS
Tow them from one location to 
another with a pick-up truck or 
similar vehicle.  With heavy-duty 
construction of weather-resistant 
galvanized steel and aluminum 
planking, Kay Park Speedy 
Bleachers come in a variety of 
sizes: 7 to 10 rows, 27 to 45 feet 
long, with seating capacities 
between 108 and 300.

www.kaypark.com

EXTERIOR 
SIGNAGE 
In addition to providing direction 
and identification, signage can be 
a powerful means to showcase a 
school’s brand and colors.  APCO 
has a thorough understanding 
of the unique needs of school 
signage.  School campuses are 
high-traffic environments that are 
always evolving, so implementing 
a durable, yet easily updatable, 
solution is critical. 

www.apcosigns.com
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DUHUMIDIFICATION 
EQUIPMENT 
PoolPak International has been a 
leading provider of indoor pool and 
aquatic center dehumidification for  
over 25 years. Our dehumidification  
solutions feature energy efficiency, 
environmentally conscious 
construction, and the safety of pool 
patrons in the design of all products.  
PoolPak specializes in natatorium, 
athletic center, and college 
dehumidification applications.

www.poolpak.com

DRY ERASE 
WHITEBOARDS
The EverWhite dry erase surface is 
different from any other whiteboard 
surface. Made from a unique, 
nonporous material that dry erase 
marker ink cannot penetrate, 
the EverWhite dry erase surface 
will never stain or discolor—
guaranteed. Even permanent 
marker ink can be easily removed.

www.everwhiteboards.com

CAMPUS 
COMMUNICATIONS
Extend campus communications 
with Icom’s IP Advanced Radio 
System. The IP100H wireless LAN 
radio is license-free, compact 
and easy to use. Its range is only 
restricted by your IP network 
coverage. Features include loud 
audio, text messaging and 
individual/group calls. System 
components include the IP1000C 
Controller and optional IP100FS 
Remote Communicator.

www.icomamerica.com

STANDING 
ADJUSTABLE DESK 
The VARIDESK Pro Series offers 
a single display surface for 
monitors, documents and other 
accessories, plus room for your 
keyboard and mouse when 
raised into standing mode. The 
Pro Series comes in multiple 
sizes, and all Promodels use the 
patented spring-assisted boost 
lifting mechanism to effortlessly 
lift your work surface. 

www.varidesk.com

2015 DEAN’S LIST AWARD

2015 Dean’s List Award Winners

®LOCKDOWN
SECURE CLASSROOM IN SECONDS

SIMPLE • FAST • SECURE
FOR EXTREME EMERGENCY SITUATIONS

NIGHTLOCK
classroomlockdown.com

CALL TOLL FREE 1-855-644-4856

The Nightlock Lockdown Door Barricade allows a teacher 
to immediately lock the door from inside the classroom, 
eliminating exposure during a hostile intruder situation. This 
device makes it virtually impossible for an intruder to break 
through an entry door. 

• Simply add this safety device to classroom doors
• Works with outward and inward swing doors
• No need to replace existing hardware
• One time solution - easy to install
• Lockdown in seconds

$4995
So affordable!

ea.



Visit: www.franmar.com or
Call: 800.538.5069 

To See Our Full Line of Products

•  No Petroleum Solvents
•  Virtually No Odor - Less than 3% VOC
•  Removes Tile Mastic and Carpet Adhesive
•  Safer Removal of Asbestos-Based Mastics

Simplify the removal of mastics during renovation 
without grinding or using harsh chemicals. BLUE BEAR® 
500MR is the perfect solution for your university. The low 
VOC formulation made with American soybeans safely 
removes asbestos, black, and vinyl mastics along with 
carpet adhesives leaving the surface ready for 
refinishing.  500MR is the first product to pass both the 
performance and environmental safety tests by the 
USPS for the removal of mastic containing asbestos. 
Work more effeciently and safely compared to hazardous 
chemical mastic removers with 500MR.

Helps earn points that satisfy 
LEED v4 Purchasing 
- facility maintenance and renovation.Mastic Remover

500MR

Made in
the USA

Helps earn points that satisfy 
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AUTOMATION
SYSTEMS 
Sustainable building operations 
are about minimizing energy 
consumption while maximizing 
comfort. Automated Logic’s 
automation system helps to 
manage energy use and take into 
account human comfort —  
by efficiently controlling heating, 
cooling, lighting and other building 
systems. 

www.automatedlogic.com

CHARGING 
CARTS 
Charging carts from Displays2Go 
help you keep your devices fully 
charged and ready to use at all 
times. They are compatible with 
most tablets, iPads, laptops, 
Ultrabooks, and Chromebooks. 
The features include the 
following: ability to charge up to 
42 devices, locking doors, built-in 
power strips, locking wheels,  
and more. 

www.displays2go.com

MASTIC 
REMOVER
Safe and efficient, 500MR 
removes newer mastics, layered 
adhesives and even glues 50+ 
years old, using the power of 
soybeans. It’s the first product 
to pass both performance and 
environmental safety test by the 
USPS for the removal of mastic 
containing asbestos.

www.franmar.com

2015 DEAN’S LIST AWARD

2015 Dean’s List Award Winners

CUSTOMIZED 
CARTS
Royal Basket Trucks offers 
customized carts that truly meet 
your material-handling needs. 
Lean manufacturing techniques 
allow Royal to easily modify 
standard wire frame carts. If you 
require specific cart dimensions 
that vary from standard carts, 
(longer, shorter, taller, wider), 
Royal can also meet your custom 
specifications.

www.royal-basket.com

MAINTENANCE 
VEHICLE
The Patriot® is the perfect vehicle 
for numerous applications. Golf 
course maintenance, orchard 
maintenance, street lights, 
residential aerial work, rental fleet 
applications, awning work, etc. 
With a stowed height of 90.5”, 
overall width of 63” and length of 
176.5”long, it’s the perfect vehicle 
for close quarter working areas. 

www.armlift.com

DINING 
SERVICES
Subway offers great-tasting, 
healthier menu items, including 
the SUBWAY FRESH FIT™ menu, 
which features items that are trans-
fat free, and low in saturated fat 
and cholesterol. Sandwiches and 
salads with fewer than six
grams of fat, made with fresh 
vegetables, are available at 
SUBWAY® restaurants.

www.subway.com



~ Liberty County School District
 Hinesville, GA

800.321.2583
www.buckeyeinternational.com

We work hard and smart.

“We use quality products from Buckeye, along with the Buckeye 
Honors® Custodial Training Program for Schools and Universities 
to standardize our cleaning program. All of our schools follow the 
same procedures and the results are outstanding! The training, 
support and management tools are valuable assets for our team.”

(Seated, from left to right):
Wanda Jackson – Custodian - Bradwell Institute 
Sean Begg – Operations Manager 

(Standing, from left to right):
Jimmie Strodder – Lead Custodian - Liberty County High 
Freeman Golden – Custodian - Bradwell Institute
Clifton Green – Custodian - Liberty County High
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Boston University Dining Services 

serves hungry students, staff and 

faculty daily through three residential 

dining halls, one kosher dining hall, 

two catering operations, and over 

twenty retail locations on campus. 

Over the past six years, BU’s dining 

services has worked diligently 

to serve over six million meals 

annually in the most environmentally 

responsible manner. 

Boston  University: 
By Sabrina Pashtan

A Model for Sustainability in Dining Services
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An Impressive and Diverse  
Dining Program
The residential dining program at Boston 
University encompasses three all-you-care-to-
eat dining rooms and a kosher dining room. 
The residence dining rooms are spread across 
campus so that no matter where you live, 
study, take classes or relax, you’re never far 
from a delicious and wholesome meal. Each 
dining room has a unique design and feel and 
a diverse menu to compliment the variety of 
spaces and equipment. 

The Fresh Food Company at West 
Campus has an organic feel with a focus on 
customized, cooked-to-order dishes. Warren 
Towers in central campus offers a six-foot 
Mongolian grill and a Wok cooking station. 
Marciano Commons, the newest dining room 
on campus, features a fresh pasta machine 
imported from Italy. 

The centerpiece of retail dining on campus 
is the Union Court. It is located in the 
George Sherman Student Union and includes 
eleven dining outlets. Located next to Mugar 
Library, the GSU is a favorite destination 
for BU students. The newest concept in the 
Union Court is called “Takin’ it to the Street” 
and features a rotating menu inspired by 
global street foods. Across campus, the retail 
environment ranges from national brands such 
as Starbucks, Dunkin Donuts, Subway, Raising 
Cane’s Chicken Fingers to local and proprietary 
brands like Basho Sushi, Charles River Bread 
Company, Rize Bakery and Café, and Late 
Night Kitchen, a full-service restaurant.

All Campus Dining Programs 
Now Green Restaurant Certified
It is the goal of Boston University to serve 
wholesome, delicious and affordable food 

to the entire BU community on a daily 
basis, throughout the year. As part of their 
extensive sustainability program, they strive 
to do this with the smallest environmental 
impact. Their sustainability program is part 
of a campus-wide effort to reduce the use of 
natural resources, operating costs, improve 
environmental and social impacts, and 
prepare this generation to lead society toward 
a more sustainable future.

In addition to operating the greenest food 
court in the country, they have received the 
Green Restaurant Association’s highest rating 
of 4 stars for three of their restaurants. The 
Fresh Food Company at Marciano Commons, 
Rize and The Late Night Kitchen are the 
highest rated university-operated restaurants 
in the country. Recently they certified the 
remainder of their dining halls, making 
all the main dining halls on campus Green 
Restaurant Certified, in addition to the Law 
School Café and Union Food Court. 

These certifications have helped to exhibit 
and communicate their commitment to 
sustainability, covering diverse areas of 
their operation from green cleaning to food 
sourcing to chemical and pollution reduction. 
The certification has also served as the 

Boston continued

The newest concept in the Union Court is called “Takin’ it to the Street” 

and features a rotating menu inspired by global street foods.

Amplified Savings  
on Popular Brands

Mic 
Month

Condenser Vocal InstrumenT

...And Many More

Shop fullcompass.com
Call 800-356-5844

Pro Audio  •  Video  •  Lighting  •  Musical Instruments

080315 - Mic Month HALF.indd   1 8/3/15   1:04 PM



 

  SUBWAY® is a registered trademark of Doctor’s Associates Inc.  ©2015 Doctor’s Associates Inc. 
** The SUBWAY FRESH FIT TM menu is available in the US only. 

       how you care about the health of your students and staff by offering a variety 

 

There are 3 SUBWAY® franchise options available for your college or university:  
1. Earn rental income by leasing space to an experienced SUBWAY® franchisee 
who will invest to build, equip, staff, and operate the restaurant. 2. The college or 
university can become a SUBWAY® franchisee to own and operate. 3. If the  
college or university has a food service contractor for managing retail operations, 
it may already be a SUBWAY® franchisee or it may become one. The contractor 
can also operate, manage, or sub-contract space to a SUBWAY® franchisee. 

S       of great-tasting, healthier menu items, including the SUBWAY FRESH FIT™ 
menu**, which features items that are trans-fat free, and low in saturated 
fat and cholesterol.  Sandwiches and salads with fewer than six grams of fat, 
made with fresh vegetables, are available at SUBWAY® restaurants. Customers 
can have their sandwiches made-to-order.  With strong brand recognition, flexible 
floor plans, fresh, healthier food choices, SUBWAY® restaurants are popular with 
students. A breakfast program with branded coffee is also available. 

Contact: Liz Smethurst 800.888.4848 x 1398 or 203.877.4281 x 1398 
Email: Smethurst_L@subway.com                                      www.subway.com 

ZAGAT SURVEY  
Fast Food Category  

Most Popular 
SUBWAY®  # 1  

Top Service 
SUBWAY®  # 1  
Healthy Options 
SUBWAY®  # 1  

N U T R I T I O U S  
   The nutritious foods your students and staff want . . . 
   The healthier bottom line you want. 
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impetus on campus for collaboration between 
departments, namely Facilities Management and 
Planning and Dining Services, in order to meet 
the standards set forth by the Green Restaurant 
Association. An example of collaborative success 
was creating a standard for efficient restrooms on 
campus, with low-flow automatic faucets, ultra 
high efficient toilets and urinals and hand dryers.

A Comprehensive Waste Reduction 
and Diversion Program
Another major component of Boston University’s 
dining sustainability program is their 
comprehensive waste reduction and diversion 
program that includes pre and post-consumer 
composting at most locations on campus, 
recycling, compostable tableware that is diverted 
to compost, bulk condiments, a culinary food 
waste monitoring program used in kitchens, 
tray-less dining as well as an outreach program 
to address post-consumer food waste in the 
all-you-can-eat dining halls. Several initiatives 
address the root of waste with source reduction. A 
reusable mug discount is given at all locations on 
campus that sell hot beverages, and a reusable to-

Boston continued

Fire Suppression Systems for
Front Engine Bus Applications

Fire Suppression Systems for
Kitchen Hoods and Cooking

Appliances

ISO 9001 & 14001
OHSAS 18001

CERTIFIED

Portable Extinguishers
Dry Chemical
Class K - Kitchen
Carbon Dioxide
Halotron I - Clean Agent
Water/Foam
Water Mist
Class D - Metal FiresClass D - Metal Fires

Waterless Fire Suppression Systems for
Data Centers and Document Storage

Amerex Corporation
P.O. Box 81 w Trussville, AL 35173

Ph: (205) 655-3271 w Fax: 800-654-5980
email: sales@amerex-fire.com

www.amerex-fire.com

Complete Fire Protection

“Quality is Behind the Diamond”

Designed and Assembled in the USA!

FACILITY w TRANSPORTATION w DATA



Introducing VERDEdriTM

I T ’ S  P U R E  G E N I U S
What makes a genius? Something or someone that displays exceptional ability.  

Meet that something—World Dryer’s new VERDEdri high-speed hand dryer. What makes  
it exceptional can be found in a variety of things. First, it is equipped with a HEPA filtration  
system to reduce airborne contaminants and improve hygiene quality. Perfect for places  

where clean really counts. Plus, the fact that it packs a punch with only 950 watts makes it the  
most energy efficient heated high-speed hand dryer on the market today. Add to all that, it is  

ADA compliant. For facilities that want an all-in-one solution, VERDEdri is, well, ingenious. 

Find out more about what our new VERDEdri hand dryer can do for your facility.  
Just visit us at www.worlddryer.com—and while you’re there, take a look at our complete  
portfolio of products, each designed to fit a facility’s unique needs. Then be the genius  

that selected just the right hand dryer for your environment!

World Dryer offers a full portfolio of fast, state-of-the-art hand dryers designed to fit the individual needs of any facility.  
For more than 60 years, our products have set the industry standard by integrating leading technology, convenient functionality  

and attractive design to give every user an unparalleled experience. Experience a world of choice!

Contact World Dryer today at 800.323.0701 or visit us at www.worlddryer.com.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Sabrina Pashtan is 

the sustainability coordinator for Boston 

University Dining Services, where she has 

directed their sustainability program as well as a 

university-sponsored farmers market for the past  

six years.
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go container program is also incentivized with 
a discount at the Union Food Court. Bulk 
condiments help decrease packaging, as do 
the reusable totes that several vendors deliver 
in on a daily basis. Also, by going tray-less, the 
dining services has reduced their food waste 
by about a third and also decreased water and 
detergent use. 

Waste diversion on campus is exhibited 
through post-consumer composting at several 
retail locations and all residential dining 
and is coupled with the use of compostable 
tableware and in the largest operations, the 
option of reusable tableware. Additionally, 
all staffed catered events are zero waste by 
default. As a result, trash bins are replaced by 
tray stands, which serve to collect all waste, 
and trained wait staff then collect waste 
and sort it in the back of house between 
compost and recycling. Virtually no trash is 
generated during an event, apart from some 
miscellaneous items such as plastic wrap and 
other soft plastics, which currently cannot be 
recycled. During commencement each year, 
all events are zero waste, ranging from five to 
5,000 guests; over the course of the weekend, 
over 30 tons of waste are diverted to recycling 
and compost. 

Defining Sustainable Food
Boston University, along with about 720 other 
institutions across the country, tracks and 
reports their food and beverage purchasing 
data on an annual basis. They are evaluated 
based on what percentage is locally-grown 
and community based, as well as third-party 
certified such as organic or fair trade, among 
other measured metrics related to the carbon 
footprint of food and food service. 

By the end of the university’s 2015 fiscal year, 
BU had surpassed its goal of 20% sustainable 
food, three years ahead of schedule. They were 
able to accomplish this goal by working closely 
with Aramark supply chain, to source both 
local foods and third-party certified foods 
such as fair trade tomatoes from Florida and 
American Humane Certified turkey. 

Over the past year, BU has switched all 
of their ground beef, hamburgers and hot 
dogs served in residential dining to grass-fed, 
Maine-raised beef,  as well  as purchasing 
Certified Humane whole chicken from 
Murray’s Chicken and organic, Vermont-
made tofu. Most of their dairy products come 
from New England dairy farms through 
cooperatives such as Cabot Creamery.  For 

several years, BU has been purchasing cage-
free, American Humane Certified eggs, for 
both shelled and liquid eggs, a move that was 
made in collaboration  with the BU Vegetarian 
Society and Humane League. 

In order to use as much local and seasonal 
produce as possible, BU works with its vendors 
on a weekly basis to determine availability, and 
also has begun to purchase from the Franklin 
County Processing Center, a non-profit in 
Western Massachusetts which purchases fruits 
and vegetables from local farmers and processes 
and freezes it, which allows for it to be used  
outside of the short growing season, when 
the only other option is to purchase produce 
from far away. Regional organizations such 
as FINE and Mass Farm to School have been 
instrumental in assisting BU with regional 
networking and outreach programs to further 
their local procurement.

As part of their outreach program, BU also 
hosts a weekly farmers market in the fall, 
which has its own CSA (community supported 
agriculture), in partnership with Ward’s Berry 
Farm.  Their chefs also host cooking classes 
throughout the year, both vegetarian and using 
ingredients from the CSA.

Setting an Example
BU Dining Services sees eating well as an 
essential part of campus life, one that enriches 
a student’s experience, their interactions with 
the rest of the university community, and 
provides a firm foundation for a healthy and 
balanced food lifestyle. Focused on the well-
being of their students as well as the health 
of our planet, BU sets a powerful example for 
what can be accomplished through campus 
sustainability efforts.

Simultaneously, their students are being 
actively encouraged to make smarter choices 
about their food and to develop attitudes about 
sustainable practices that will make them good 
citizens and stewards of the environment. 
Through their sustainability program, Boston 
University Dining Services makes the smallest 
environmental footprint possible, while also 
empowering students to make informed 
choices about their food, both during their 
time on campus and beyond.  UNIQUE Variable Speed Motor Feature gives operator maximum 

cable control and exceptional cleaning power from 75 to 350 RPM with constant torque.
• Professionally designed to clean 3/4” to 2-1/2” diameter drain lines up to 50 Ft.
• Standard unit features a hand tighten Jacobs Chuck. The CT is also available with a 2-way  
 auto cable feed that keeps hands off rotating cable as it advances and retrieves cable 
 with the push of a lever, and helps keep work area clean.
• Well balanced, heavy-duty steel tubular frame allows for 2 position operation.
• Rugged stainless steel cable drum will not rust and resists denting. 
•	Holds up to 50’ of  1/4” cable, 50’ of 5/16” cable, or 35’ of  3/8” cable.

 The Counter-Top Drain Cleaner You 
Can Count On For Top Performance!

Model CT

1-800-833-1212
w w w . e l e c t r i c e e l . c o m

Drain Cleaning Tools for Professionals

Upright Position

Auto Cable Feed 
Unit Shown

Auto
Cable 
Feed



VARIDESK® users report experiencing an increase in energy and productivity*. 

The height-adjustable VARIDESK lets you move from sitting to standing quickly and eas-

ily. It’s simple to adjust, ships fully assembled, and works with your existing desk. 

Feel better and work smarter with VARIDESK. Order online or call 800-990-0339.

*According to December 2014 Customer Survey; N=2166. 
US Patent #8671853 | US & Foreign Patents Pending. ©2015 VARIDESK®. All Rights Reserved.

TURN YOUR
CURRENT
DESK INTO A
STANDING

DESK



A permanent, more attractive solution to everyday lay-in ceiling problems.

NO WATER SPOTS
GUARANTEED

SPECTRATILE®  Ceiling Tiles
Reduce Maintenance and Replacement Costs

Toll Free: 800.835.4110 • Phone: 574.825.4336 • www.parklandplastics.com

TM

PRODUCT CERTIFIED
FOR LOW CHEMICAL
EMISSIONS:
UL.COM/GG
UL 2818

Foamed plastic in the form 
of ceiling tiles for use in 
ceiling constructions.  
Classified in accordance 
with NFPA 286.

Perfect for 
Humid Environments

Finalé Fissured Millennium Mystique RepertoireAcoustic Stucco
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Safety and security on campus environments has become a significant concern  

for education officials. Today’s campus administrators are under constant  

pressure to secure their facilities, and to provide a safe educational environment  

– and to do so in the midst of mounting budgetary constraints. Functional  

influences such as rising student enrollment, changes in the ways education is 

conducted and delivered, and the size and diversity of the educational facilities 

all contribute to make the task of securing a campus facility increasingly  

challenging. Keeping faculty, administrative staff, and the students their  

schools are entrusted to educate safe, is now a much more complex and time 

consuming endeavor for campus administrators.

THE IMPACT OF  
KEY CONTROL  
ON CAMPUS SAFETY & SECURITY

A broad range of solutions are available to administrators 
searching for ways to meaningfully elevate their campus 
safety and security programs. Innovations in technology 
have made it possible for schools to acquire security 
solutions that may previously have been out of reach 
due to cost or infrastructure restraints. State-of-the-art 
enhancements such as integrated camera and alarm 
monitoring systems, electronic door access control, visitor 
identification database applications, and emergency 
communication platforms are just a few of the options 
available to campus security or facility administrators 
looking to add layers to their safety and security programs.

Yet, while all of these newer, more high-tech 
applications are invaluable additions to the campus 
environment, the cornerstone to any truly effective 
campus safety and security program is still the 
mechanical key system. A mechanical solution is 
still the most economical means of access control 
through non-common entries, for securing most 
offices and classrooms, and for base building locations 
such as electrical rooms and utility closets. Mechanical 
cylinders are also frequently used for higher priority 
locations that have electronic access, but where a 
mechanical override is needed. 

By Tony Seep
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However, conventional mechanical systems 
have a number of deficiencies, making them 
inherently difficult to manage and maintain. 
This can be particularly challenging for a 
campus security or facility administrator 
striving to implement a sound safety and security 
program. A mechanical key system serves as the 
foundation of a fully realized campus safety 
and security program, and therefore should 
not be overlooked when security upgrades are 
considered. 

A well designed key system is perfect the day 

it is installed. However, because day-to-day 
operation involves the continual interaction of 
locks, keys, and key holders which all change 
over time, the system can degrade quickly. Keys 
are cut and distributed, but no records are made 
to document these transactions. Locks are 
changed ad-hoc to accommodate a transition of 
personnel or office function, and inconsistencies 
are created in the key system organization and 
design. Key system records – if they exist at 
all – are often manually administered from a 
single location, resulting in inefficiency and 

causing discrepancies in the system data. And, 
lacking any viable alternative, a complete 
system replacement is required if a master key 
is lost or stolen. These are issues that challenge 
any organization managing a conventional key 
system. 

They are especially daunting to a college 
campus administrator who may be responsible 
for managing a system with hundreds of keyed 
locations, and potentially thousands of keys and 
key holders. The complex and continually evolving 
nature of college campus environments exposes 
the need for a mechanical key system solution 
that will enable campus facility administrators 
to achieve key control. In simple terms, the 
concept of key control may be understood as 
knowing definitively at any point how the doors 
in a key system are locked, how many keys there 
are, who has the keys, and what those keys open. 
Key control is therefore accomplished with a 
mechanical key system that enables the end user 
has such knowledge. Conventional mechanical 
key systems have inherent flaws that prevent end 
users from knowing definitive information about 
their system and, subsequently, establishing key 
control. 

Key Control continued
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A technical analysis of 
conventional mechanical key 
system solutions uncovers  
four common problems: 

1. Control over unauthorized key 
duplication and distribution. 
Most mechanical key systems do not 
provide effective control of unauthorized 
key duplication and distribution. Keys 
are either non-restricted, leaving them 
vulnerable to unauthorized duplication,  
or they are not uniquely identifiable, 
making it impossible for the system Owner 
to know definitively how many keys exist 
within the system or to track them. Some 
key systems offer patent restricted key 
blanks, which for a period of time solves the 
issue of unauthorized key duplication and 
distribution. However, patent restriction  
by itself cannot provide key control. 
Without the means to uniquely track the 
lifecycle of the keys within a key system, 
there is simply no way for the system 
Owner to efficiently and accurately 
monitor key distribution or duplication. 

Some manufacturers offer to 
individually serialize key blanks as a value 
added feature at an additional cost. But 
such serialization is done after the point 
of manufacture, and the Owner then 
becomes responsible for managing the 
inventory of serial numbers within the 
system. Such key blank identification is 
helpful, but does not ultimately establish 
control over the distribution of keys 
within the system because the lifecycle 
of a key blank does not trace an origin 
back to the manufacturer. The common 
safeguard designed into many mechanical 
key systems to regulate unauthorized 
key duplication and distribution is the 
patented keyway. 

However, while certainly effective in 
helping to provide some control over 
unauthorized key duplication and/or 
distribution, even patented keyways 
cannot completely eliminate these issues. 
Patents will eventually expire, leaving a 
key system vulnerable to unauthorized 
key duplication. Additionally, control 
over distribution from the point of 
manufacture is typically enforced by 

Key Control continued



restricting the sale of key blanks to authorized dealers within 
certain geographies, with no means to track sets of blanks or 
even individual blanks to any specific dealer. Lacking unique 
identifying marks, keys cannot be tracked by the manufacturer 
to enforce distribution agreements. 

2. Absence of an economical rekey avenue. 
One of the primary drawbacks of mechanical key systems is 
that they are by nature rigid in design and function. When 
a system is built, available codes are allocated to designated 
doors or groups of doors (denoted by DHI) and these locations 
become ‘fixed’ within the system. If any location requires a 
change due to lost keys or a transition of the location to some 
other position in the key system hierarchy, the lock must be 
manually altered by a technician. This process is often time 
consuming and costly – exponentially more so if the change 
required involves the loss of a Master key. In the worst case 
scenario of a lost Master level key, the system Owner is faced 
with the sudden and unexpected dilemma of replacing the 
entire key system. This involves both a very tangible expense in 
materials (the locks and keys themselves), and a less tangible – 
yet still very real and often surprisingly high – administrative 
expense and burden associated with the re-assigning of new keys 
to the key holders. These two factors often combine to cause a 
system Owner to neglect or all together ignore the problem due 
to budget and time restraints, thereby compromising security. 

(800) 562-5669
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www.APOC.com
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3. Attention to key system records. 
With most mechanical offerings, the management  
of key system records is relegated to the system 
Owner, with little or no support from the 
manufacturer. All well designed mechanical 
key systems begin with records detailing the 
mathematics and hierarchical organization of 
the locks that will secure the access points of 
a given environment, and the keys that will 

operate them. Such records exist at the point 
a system is produced, and may or may not be 
delivered to the Owner with the materials of 
the key system. But access to, and use of, these 
records is vital. 

System integrity, accuracy, and expansion 
are all dependent upon records established 
at installation, and maintained throughout 
the lifecycle of a mechanical solution. Many 

manufacturers offer a software platform for 
use in managing key system records. However, 
the responsibility for entering and maintaining 
system data in these records management 
applications falls largely to the system Owner. 
Additionally, because most of the key tracking 
software offerings available are stand-alone 
programs intended to be loaded onto specific 
computers within the system Owner’s 
organization, access to the system records 
becomes computer-specific. 

This is problematic in relation to support for 
operation and maintenance of the key records 
software, and of the key system records that 
software stores. With a stand-alone application, 
software updates must be externally provided, 
creating administrative burden. The loss of 
one or more of the computers with key system 
records data impairs the ability for the system 
Owner to maintain the integrity of the key 
system, resulting in compromised system 
security and stability. 

4. Assistance with program policy  
and management. 
Mechanical key systems have traditionally 
been built and delivered to the Owner, and 
it is then the Owner’s sole responsibility to 
manage and maintain the system. Integral to 
the management and maintenance of any key 
system are the policies and procedures that 
must be put into place to ensure ongoing system 
integrity and stability. Larger system Owners 
may utilize internal personnel designated to 
monitor and service the system, or they may 
rely on an outsourced system maintenance 
provider. However, support and guidance on 
program policy and procedure directly from the 
manufacturer is typically not available. 

This is something of a contradiction, as the 
manufacturer, by virtue of being a vendor in the 
security marketplace, is in a unique position to 
be able to provide the Owner with assistance 
on best practices in policy and procedure. 
However, the efforts made by mechanical key 
system manufacturers to help a system Owner 
learn from others is negligible, and the Owner 
is subsequently left to his or her own to enact 
and enforce key system policy and procedure. 
A mechanical key solution that addresses these 
deficiencies is needed to enable Campus Facility 
Administrators to better manage locks and keys. 

Key Control continued
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Contact your local PoolPakTM  Representative for more information about how PoolPakTM can 
work with your university to increase energy efficiencies and reduce costs of operation. 

PoolPakTM International has been a leading manufacturer of indoor pool dehumidification 
equipment for nearly 30 years.  Utilizing our Proven Approach techniques in dehumidification, 
PoolPakTM products provide the best assurance for optimum space and water conditions, while 

maintaining low operational costs through energy recycling and energy efficiencies. 

Smart Economizer  Unoccupied Mode Environmentally Friendly 
Smart Economizing utilizes outside air 

for heating and dehumidification to 
augment normal pool water and pool 

air heating.  Typical annual energy 
savings range from 15-20%. 

Our refrigerants are environmentally 
friendly and chlorine free.  Additionally 

these refrigerants are capable of 
producing higher levels of cooling and 

dehumidification, while utilizing the same 
amount of energy as other chemicals. 

Unoccupied Mode pairs with a variety 
of settings which decrease functions 

such as fan speed.  Unoccupied mode 
reduces fan speed by 20%, leading to 

50% fan energy savings while 
maintaining the pool environment. 
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